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HARE: ALAN TIEU 
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It was Hare Alan Tieu run at Hightech 5, Semenyih near Sri Hanico 
fishing farm. By 530pm as normal every Monday mother hash run a lot 
of members is parking along the road near the entrance of hightech 5. 
On Sec is there already ready to start run. Our beer wagon is arrive 
early. We start run by 6pm sharp. 
 
As I expect today run to be a good run and I like to meet the hare since 
Alan Tieu is seldom come to run, we have not seen him long time. but 
finally this run the hare is missing and absent and the run and circle is 
representative by his brother WALTER Tieu. 
 
The run is set by Peter Cushion and his team. As normal, we are going 
in along the single trial and up the hill. Up half way the trails it was the 
first checking on left side and the on is easy up again on the right. We up 
the hill and go behind the hill till the farming plantation. This time we turn 
right to the Taman Tasik Semenyik near broga site. The run is all 
running trails , as the path is clear , and good to run and we run along 
some flat trials road after we were up again to the hill and back to our 
run site. Totally have 6 checking and about 9KM+. It was a good for the 
runner, 
Up and down and flat trails as well. The first runner back before 730pm. 
 
The Circle 
 
Bomoh tonight is playboy choo. He is Replacing next week hare Fico . 
The first charge is on down Michael Moi for being short cutter and 
eventually all by the name of michael were on box on down together. 
The second charge is for those members who park their car irregularly 
which is drove above the curve and damage the grass were called up on 
the box , Spindle Tan,Alvin Sia ,Soh Ooi Yeong and Mountain Goat were 
being on down . 



The third charge is on billy no hair, the bomoh were angry with billy no 
hair as he is the members of Committee and yet delaying paying his q4 
subs! As you know the rules, I mean one no hair up all no hair were call 
up also for on down namely, bandar raya, john ,red dragon, bull ong . 
Finally comes to the last charge . 
 
TheOnOn is on site. The dinner was kari mee, As I told it was prepare by 
Hulu Langat member catering. It was as delicious dinner and FOC with 
lot of beer. Thanks you. 
 
Hare and his co Hare. 
 
Thank You Fong Wan 


